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One of the most widely applied and useful results in finite group theory 
is the renowned Z*-theorem of Glauberman Cl], which is proved via 
modular representation theory. It is tempting to elieve that it mig 
possible to prove an analogue of this result for odd itp using block theory. 
In an earlier paper [a], we studied the character theory of a mi 
counterexample, G, to the “Z,*-conjecture.” It is known that G is 
simple, or else G = G’(x) where G’ is simple, G’ #G, and x is an element 
of order p which commutes with none of its other conjugates. In either 
case, G,(G) = O,(G) = I,. In [2] (among other things), we proved: 
OPOSITION 1. Suppose that p 3 5 (or that p = 3 and G is not 
simple). Then there is a bijection between irreducible racters of 
Bf/‘~(CG(x))\B~p’(C,(x)/(x)) and irreducible characters of (G) whose 
values at x are not rational. 
Furthermore, this correspondence may be chosen so that ty,u corresponds 
to x, then there is a sign E@ such that I =~~p(xy) for all p-regular 
y E C,(x), and to be compatible with p-conjugation. 
The purpose of this note is to show that the above ~~o~osi~~o~ cam 
used to place the problem in quite another context, that of units in gro 
rings, relating it to recent work of Roggenkamp and Scott (e.g., [3]). 
aving heard lectures by Roggenkamp and Scott on their work, the 
author realised that positive answer to some of the questions they were 
raising (about the uniqueness up to conjugacy of the Sylow ~-snbg~o~ 
G in the group of normalized units of B,(Z,,, Id certainly imply the 
Z,*-theorem for p > 5, since (as will be shown osition 1 can be 
used to demonstrate the existence of a central 
iscussions with L. Scott led to the conclusion that a positive answer to 
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even the weakest form of their question would suffice (see Lemma 3, whose 
proof was communicated to us by L. Scott). 
We let ZcpJ = {u/b: a E Z, b E Z\pZ >, and we recall that it makes sense 
to speak of normalized units of B,(Z,,,G). We let e, = lBo(Lcp,G), and we let 
C, denote the class sum of x in Z,,,G. Our main result is: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be as in Proposition 1. Then e,C, is a unit in 
B,(Z,,,G), and setting u, = e,,Cxz(e,Cx)-‘, we have: 
(i) u, is a normalized unit of order p in the centre of B,(Z,,,G). 
(ii) u, is not conjugate via.any unit of Bg’(;Z,,,,G) to any element of 
the form e, g (g E G). 
ProofI Let R = Z,,,[0], where 8 is a primitive (GJ th root of unity in Cc. 
Then e, remains primitive in Z(RG) (as is well known). Let K= Q[0]. 
Now for any XEB~)(G), [G: C,(x)](x(x)/x(l))= [G: C,(x)] (modJ(R)) 
so that e,C, is a unit in Z(B&,,(G)) (since p ./’ [G : C,(x)]). 
Let U, = e,C,z(e,C,)-‘, a unit in the centre of B,(Z,,,G). We claim that 
u, has order p. In Z(KG), we have u, = Cxe Bip)(G) cox(ux)ex, where e, is the 
idempotent of Z(KG), and ox is the linear character of Z(KG) associated 
to x. Hence we have ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (X(x2)/X(x))e,. Now it follows from 
Proposition 1 that u”, =e, (for we note that if x(x) is rational, then 
x(x’) = x(x), while if x(x) is irrational, then x(x2)/x(x) =p(x’)/p(x) for 
some irreducible character, ,u, of C,(x)). Also it is clear that U, has 
augmentation 1, so (i) is proved. 
(ii) If u, is conjugate to e, g for some g E G, then as U, E Z(B,(Z(,,G)) 
we have U, = e0 g. Then whenever x E B?‘(G), we have [G, g] d ker x (for 
x(g) = x(u,) = ox( 1) for some pth root of unity w). Thus [G, g] < O,(G). 
Also go,,(G) has order p in G/O,,(G). However, O,,(G) = 1, so we have 
gE Z(G), g has order p, contrary to O,(G) = 1. 
Remark. The following conjecture has arisen from the work of 
Roggenkamp and Scott: Let G,, G2 be finite groups such that 
B,(Z,,,G,) = B,(Z,,,G,) (and the augmentation ideals also coincide). Let 
Di, Dz be the respective defect groups of B,(Z,,,G,) and B,(Z,,,G,) 
(viewed as blocks of G,, G,, respectively). Then e,D, and e,D, are con- 
jugate via a unit of B,(Z,,,G,), where e, is the unit element of B,(Z,,,G,). 
This conjecture would imply that case (ii) of Proposition 2, could not arise 
(so, in particular, it would imply that the Z,*-theorem is valid for p > 5). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the above conjecture is valid. Then u, = eO g for 
some g E G, for G as in Proposition 1. 
Proof: In the case G = G’(x), x $ G’, we set G1 = G, G2 = G’ x (u,). 
Then B,(Z,,,G,) = B,(Z,,,G,) from Proposition 2 (notice that u, has sup- 
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port on xG’), and the augmentation ideals of these blocks comcide, so that 
(by hypothesis) U, ( = e,u,) is conjugate to an element of the form q,s for 
some elements of some Sylow p-subgroup of G (and so U, = eos). 
In the case G = G’, let G, = (y) x G (an external direct product) w 
y has order p. Let G, = ( yu,) x 6. Then B,(Z,,,G,) = O(ZcpjG2), and the 
augmentation ideals of these two blocks coincide, so by hypothesis, we may 
conjugate yu, to an element of the form e,s where s E S, and S is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G, containing y. Hence yu, = e,s (since yu, is central in 
,(Z,,,G,)). Thus u,=e,y-‘s, soy -r.s appears non-zero coefficient in z4,: 
and y-‘s~G. 
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